
<<to be determined date>> Sunday

Dear Susan,

Ever since Lilly explained real options to me my world view has been changing. I’m seeing 

options everywhere. It’s like when you focus on the colour red all elements around you with

that colour stand out more. You’re adjusting your filter of perception. The same with options,

when you know about them they seem to be everywhere. And what’s worse is that I cannot

unsee them anymore.

Everything seems to be optional when you start thinking about it. It just becomes a matter of

what price are you willing to pay for a choice to be an option instead of a commitment. That

price appears in many forms. If you treat a meeting with your friends as an option over and

over again at some point they won’t count on you as a friend being there. I need to be

deliberate and open about what I do and why, otherwise people start seeing me as unreliable.

When they know, they may just understand.

This abundance of available options is overwhelming. So much, that just last week I felt like

I couldn’t handle all the information. If everything is an option and I want to treat them as

options I need to keep track of a lot of information. What I noticed myself doing, was not

deciding at all. Almost like a decisions paralysis, there is so much to choose from I can’t

decide and therefor I just don’t.

And that was a very interesting realisation: I would rather not decide than choosing something

that wasn’t the absolute best. That way I can’t blame myself, but someone or something else.

I would rather lose the benefit of choosing anything than taking responsibilty for the chance

of making the “wrong” call. Is it that I’m afraid of the wrong call or am I just not comfortable

with the uncertainty that I would rather choose avoiding the whole situation.

I came across a TED video on the web. Sheena Iyengar talked about some very interesting

experiments she and her colleagues ran. They figured out that too much choice was a bad

thing. Due to choice overload (or as I called it decision paralysis) people make worse choices

even if making the choice is in their own best interest. Choice overload reduces engagement,

decision quality and satisfaction.Also contrairy to what I expected, more information doesn’t

help to make better choices. Visualisations however do help.
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Turns out Barry Schwartz has similar ideas about decision making. He wrote the book

“Paradox of Choice, why less is more”. Read through it in one night. We are suffering from

an overabundance of choice. While a little choice is better than having no choice, having too

much choice puts the burden of choosing on the chooser. The chooser needs to invest time

and energy into choosing only to expose the chooser to regret, escalation of expectations and

self blame.

Both Barry Schwartz and Sheena Iyengar make similar recommendations. I have turned them 

into my own list:

* Be deliberate about what to treat as an option. Not everything that is optional needs to be

 treated as such. 

* Be deliberate about making commitments. Making commitments nonreversible helps set my

 mind at ease. 

* Don’t expect too much

* Allow myself to gradually get accustomed to options thinking

While I like options thinking I need to learn how to pace my own learning in this. 

Use option thinking for the important choices

Accept satisficing for many of the other choices

Good night, Susan. Speak soon.


